Part-time position for general registrant coming available at Countryside Midwives, Milverton site. An initial one year contract may be extended or turn into a full time position eventually.

With due dates starting in January, 2018, the plan is to bill 25-28 BCC’s per year. This position will be working in a shared call team, working a week of call, a week of clinic while off call. The part-time position will work all month when the full time midwife on the team is on holiday (January 2018), and by other arrangement (possibly May or June 2018) and otherwise, will work 2 weeks out of 4, one week on call and one week of clinic, in association with another part-time midwife working similarly.

We are looking for a midwife who will be a good fit with the practice in general. Countryside Midwives covers a large rural catchment area, has a large anabaptist (Mennonite and Amish) clientele, and a high home birth rate. Many visits are in the client’s home, and we have supportive hospital privileges without caps, in local level 1 hospitals and a level 2 hospital. Most of the primary hospital births for this team occur at either Listowel or Stratford Hospitals. Our scope includes caring for clients with epidurals but when oxytocin is needed we transfer care.
We also have two practice sites (Milverton, where this team is based, and Palmerston).

It is expected that you will be a full member of the practice and participate in practice meetings and non-clinical activities. Ideally, you will be able to orient and do some clinic days in the late fall/early winter before being on call in January.

Please send resume and cover letter attention Madeleine Clin and Mandy Levencrown to adminmilverton@countrysidemidwives.com

Because we want to make sure the incoming midwife is a good fit with our practice, we have a fulsome interview process that includes going for visits with midwives, and meeting the other midwives in the practice, and possibly a dinner that includes your partner if you have one.